C. Valenzuela Retires

by Ms. Clarita D. Tagasa

After 20 years of dedicated service to the university as public programs coordinator and media specialist, Ms. Cresencia B. Valenzuela officially retired on August 31, 2007.

Ms. Cres, as she is fondly called by her colleagues in the Library, joined DLSU in 1988 and was initially hired as Head of the Instructional Media Services (IMS). Her being creative, resourceful, and good conversationalist made her the first public programs coordinator of the DLSU-M Library in 1996. As the public programs coordinator, she took charge of promoting the image of the library by putting up exhibits, conducting library tours, attending to visitors, and managing the monthly publication of the Library’s newsletter called Balitang Aklatan. It was not only the Library that benefited from C. Valenzuela’s versatility but also the Philippine Association of Academic and Research Librarians (PAARL) where she served as the editor-in-chief of its newsletter for three consecutive years from 2005 to 2007.

As an expert in the application of PowerPoint software in classroom teaching, she also served as one of the trainers of the DLSU Center for Educational Multimedia (CREM) where she trains faculty members on the use of educational multi-media technology in the classroom particularly the application of PowerPoint software. Aside from this, she also often gets invited to train/lecture on the various preparation and presentation.

Dr. Zeus A. Salazar
Turns Over His Collection to DLSU

Dr. Zeus as he presents the gift to Dr. Maridable

The turnover ceremony of Dr. Zeus A. Salazar’s collection to De La Salle University took place on August 31, 2007.

At the European Documentation Research Centre Multi-Purpose Room of the University Library, Dr. Salazar turned over the donation to Dr. Julius B. Maridable, Vice-Chancellor for Academics, in the presence of some friends, colleagues, and students of Dr. Salazar including Dr. Madelene Sta. Maria, who was instrumental in making the donation possible, Mr. Jose Maria Diesto, and Mr. Raymond Charles Anicete, and members of the Library Management Committee (LMC) headed by the Library Director, Ana...
A.M. Fresnido and R. Jimenez Attend SMI-IC Planning Meeting

Ms. Ana Maria Fresnido, the DLSU Library Director, and Reynaldo Jimenez, Head of the Instructional Media Services, represented the Library Committee and the Educational Media Committee, respectively during the South Manila Inter-Institutional Consortium (SMI-IC) Planning Meeting. Attended by the presidents of the member institutions, liaison officers, and chairs of the different committees, the meeting was held on August 10, 2007 at the De La Salle Conference Room of the Br. Andrew Gonzalez Hall, DLSU-Manila.

A. Fresnido reported on the accomplishments of the resource sharing activities of the Library Committee as well as its on-going projects and plans. R. Jimenez, on the other hand, showed a video presentation of The Consortium’s three-day school fair held at the Mall of Asia in February 2007 which the Educational Media Committee prepared and also presented their plans for SY 2007-2008.

The SMI-IC (previously I-IC) was established in 1974 to serve as an instrument for the maximization of institutional resources among its member schools which was originally composed five members, namely the Philippine Christian University, Philippine Normal University, St. Paul University-Manila, St. Scholastica’s College, Manila, and the De La Salle University-Manila. It has now expanded its membership to twelve institutions to include, Adamson University, De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde, Emilio Aguinaldo College, Lyceum of the Philippines University, Philippine Women’s University, Technological University of the Philippines and the University of the Philippines-Manila.

J. Motos Granted Permanent Status

Ms. Jennifer Motos, a 1998 graduate of BSC - major in Computer Science & Information System at Centro Escolar University, Mendiola, Manila was granted permanent status as library clerk effective August 16 of this year. Jeng, as her friends call her, is currently assigned at the Information-Reference Section of the Library.

Shaping the Library of the Future
by Jorge Bundalian

Ms. Jennifer Motos, a 1998 graduate of BSC - major in Computer Science & Information System at Centro Escolar University, Mendiola, Manila was granted permanent status as library clerk effective August 16 of this year. Jeng, as her friends call her, is currently assigned at the Information-Reference Section of the Library.

ce-Logic, Inc., an affiliate of the C&E Publishing, Inc. in cooperation with the Philippine Librarians’ Association, Inc. (PLAI) and the National Capital Region Librarians Council (NCRLC) sponsored a seminar entitled Shaping the Library of the Future which was held on August 29, 2007 at the World Trade Center, Diosdado Macapagal Blvd., Pasay City, as one of the activities of the 28th Manila International Book Fair. The seminar was provided free and was attended by some DLSU Library faculty and staff namely Vivian Soriente, Rolando Masindo, Jojie Gonda, Bob Cauilan, Christopher Felipe, Catherine Turla, and Jorge Bundalian.

Topics discussed included “From Selection to Access” which was a product presentation of Thomson Gale presented by Mr. Masaki Morisawa, Senior Product Specialist of Thomson Learning Asia, and Empowering Libraries: the Effect of Modernization and Emerging Technologies in the Philippines delivered by Ms. Corazon M. Nera, Chairman of the Board for Librarians and Chief Librarian of Lyceum of the Philippines, where she presented the importance of empowering librarians and the effects of modernization and emerging technology to Philippine libraries.
Faculty Librarians Receive Awards

This school year’s recipients of Service Awards during the Annual Faculty Recognition held last August 29, 2007 included three faculty librarians, namely Purisima B. Fernando, Cresencia B. Valenzuela and Agnes S. Barsaga.

Twenty-five year service awardee, P. Fernando, currently heads the Cataloging Section. Quiet, diligent, and meticulous would best describe her as a worker. Her love for cataloging is very much evident by the fact that she has worked in the said section for the entire duration of her stay in the university and has no plans of transferring to other units/sections of the University Library.

C. Valenzuela, on the other hand, received the 20-year service award. Cres has significantly contributed to the enhancement of the Library Newsette (Balitang Aklatan) and was the first public programs coordinator of the University Library.

Another cataloger, A. Barsaga, received the 10-year service award. Agnes took charge of cataloging non-print materials such as VHS tapes and compact discs. She is at present working on the processing of theses and dissertations collections.

The three librarians received tokens of appreciation from the University during the awarding ceremony for their loyal and dedicated services.

C. Valenzuela ... from page 1

techniques on the use of overhead projectors to teachers and librarians of other schools and universities around the country.

The other side of Ms. Cres reveals a compassionate and spiritual person. She actively participated in the activities of the Lasallian Pastoral Office by regularly attending mass, joining retreats and recollections, and serving as lector during masses held at the Pearl of the Great Price Chapel. Even in the community where she lives, she takes active part in the activities of the parish and supports fundraising activities for a cause. A very thoughtful friend, Ms. Cres never fails to bring “pasalubong” as she comes back from seminars here and abroad.

And so, on the occasion of her retirement, the Library honors and salutes this good natured lady for being one of the best media specialists of her generation.

Dr. Zeus ... from page 1

Maria B. Fresnido.

Dr. Salazar is a well known expert in the field of social science, including anthropology, history, and psychology. His contribution to the field of social science is made evident by his numerous publications. He was the former Dean of the College of Social Sciences and Philosophy of the University of the Philippines, Diliman and finished his Doctorate in Ethnology in Cultural Anthropology at Sorbonne Universite de Paris. He also taught Philippine psychology at the De La Salle University-Manila.

Included in Dr. Salazar’s collection are books, periodical materials, manuscripts, and personal papers. The collection will be part of the Library’s Special collections which will be housed at the University Archives. His book collection is currently being exhibited at the Lobby of the University Library.
Valerio Presents Paper at the World Trade Center

In line with the 28th anniversary celebration of the Manila International Book Fair, Ms. Marita G. Valerio, the DLSU Bibliographic Control Librarian, served as resource speaker in a forum entitled “Webliographies: Online Access on Information Sources” conducted on August 31, 2007, at the World Trade Center and was sponsored by the Association of Special Libraries of the Philippines (ASLP). In her presentation, Ms. Valerio provided information and procedures in creating webliographies and explained the essential criteria in the selection of websites, web pages and web documents. The forum was attended by more than a hundred composed of librarians, students, and other information professionals from the different libraries and information centers in the Philippines.

Visitors

August

2
- Rowena Pascual, Philippine Christian University
- Nitz Limcayco, University of Perpetual Help, Las Piñas City

4
- Vivian Titular with 6 students, De La Salle – Lipa, Lipa City
- Fr. Joseph Hon Viel, EAPI, Fr. John Vu Ngue Kwoi and Fr. Jos Bei Thoil, Loungxyen Diocese, Vietnam

6
- Manuel Tamayo, Design Bytes, Makati City
- Sr. Roselita Geronimo and Michelle Valdriz, SM-IIC, St. Scholastica’s College, Manila
- Jun Yasay, Librarian, Adamson University
- Marilou Ubina, Faculty, Philippine Normal University

14
- Susumu Yamaguchi, Professor, Tokyo University, Japan

23
- Danielle Tseng, Sales Manager, Malaysia
- Joana N. Onuiri, PhD student

AILAS, Silang, Cavite

31
- Jose Maria Diestri, Professor, Far Eastern University
- Michael C.B. Chua, Instructor, Department of History, University of the Philippines

The DLSU Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

Adamson University Library
Adventist International Institute
Asian Development Bank
Asian Institute of Journalism & Communication
Bernardo, Allan I.
Chemistry Department
College of Computer Studies
College of Engineering
Dagmang, Ferdinand D.
International Development Research Center
Japanese Literature Publishing & Promotion Center
Luistro, Armin A., FSC
Lyceum of the Philippines Library
Pontificum Concilium
Quebengco, Carmelita I.
Quevada, Nikko P.
Technological University of the Philippines
Tehehankanee, Julio C.
Thammasat University
Tordesillas Family

Recent Acquisitions

1. Books

AC – General works. Collections


B – Philosophy (General)


BF – Psychology


BL – Religions

Measuring sky without ground: essays on the goddess Kali, Sri


BR – Christianity


BS – The Bible


BT – Doctrinal theology


BX – Christian denominations


History of the Bisayan people in the Philippine islands : evangelization and culture at the contact period = Historia de las islas e indios de Bisayas ... 1668. por Ignacio Francisco Alicina ; translated, edited and annotated by Cantius J. Kobak and Lucio Gutierrez. DS666.B57 A4 2002. 4th floor, Filipiniana.


History of the Bisayan people in the Philippine islands : evangelization and culture at the contact period = Historia de las islas e indios de Bisayas ... 1668. por Ignacio Francisco Alicina ; translated, edited and annotated by Cantius J. Kobak and Lucio Gutierrez. DS666.B57 A4 2002. 4th floor, Filipiniana.


DS – History. Southeast Asia


GR – Folklore

When we were little (women). Edited by Rhona Lopa-Macasaet, Patricia Esteban-Vergel de Dios. GR325 .W455 2004. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.

GT – Manners and customs (General)


H – Social sciences (General)


HC – Economic history and conditions


To leave a good name : the legacy of Alfonso T. Yuchengco. Nick Joaquin & Krip Yuson. HC452.5.Y82 J6 2005. 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.

HD – Economic history and conditions. Industrial management. Production


HF – Commerce


HG – Finance
Pera mo, palaguin mo!. Francisco Colayco. HG179 .C65 2004. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.

HQ – The family. Marriage. Woman
The real world of NGOs : discourses, diversity, and development. Dorothea Hilhorst. HQ1240.5.P6 H54 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Gonzalez Collection, Archives.

HV – Social and public welfare. Criminology


HX – Communism

JQ – Political science. Philippines


State-society dynamics : policy making in a restored democracy. Jose J. Magadia. JQ1409.5 P64 M34 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Gonzalez Collection, Archives.

KPM – Philippine law

LA – History of education


LB – Theory and practice of education


LC – Special aspects of education
Constructing knowledge societies : new challenges for tertiary education. LC67.68.D44 C66 2002. 4th floor, Gonzalez Collection, Archives.


LG – Education. Philippines


Ex corde universitatis = From the heart of the university. Rodolfo M. Arreza ; compiled and edited by Nenelyn D. de la Fuente. LG221.I4 A77 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.


LT – Textbooks
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ML – Literature of music


ND – Painting


NX – Arts in general


P – Philology and linguistics (General)


PL – Philippine literature


From this day forward: widows and widowers write. Edited by Erlinda Enriquez Panlilio. PL6164 .F76 2002. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.


In our own words: Filipino writers in vernacular languages. Edited by Isagani R. Cruz. PL5534 .I5 2000. 4th floor, Filipiniana, 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.


PN – Literary history and collections (General)


PQ – Philippine literature in Spanish

La Nao de Manila y demas poesias. por Hilario Zialcita y Legarda = The Manila Galleon and other poems. Hilario Zialcita y Legarda. PQ8897.L44 N36 2004. 4th floor, Bautista Collection, Archives.


QC – Physics


R – Medicine (General)


SD – Forestry


TK – Electronics


TR – Photography


UH – Military science. Medical and sanitary service


Z – Books in general


2. Archives Resources

A. Faculty Papers

- Abatayo, Junifer A.
  - The integration of technology in education

- Abellaneda, Ferdinand
  - Cognitive readiness for athletes in competition : a program for DLSU-Manila athletics team
  - Peer facilitators program (PFP) : training manual
  - Team building workshop for DLSU-Manila athletics team

- Alcuaz, Manuel A., Jr.
  - Map insights : the mind and soul of logistics

- Amante, Maragtas
  - The best practice model and the Japanese human resource approach in the Philippines
  - Chinese and Filipino seafarers : a race to the top or the bottom?
  - Collective bargaining in the Philippines
  - Converging and diverging trends in HRM : the Philippine ‘halo-halo’ approach
  - Coping with the global demand for seafarers
  - Industrial democracy in the rough seas : the case of Philippine seafarers
  - Philippines (mismatch in the labor market)

- Ambata, Leonard U.
  - Equipment request form : ECE STRC laboratory
  - Guidelines in using the etching room : STRC ECE

- Asenjo, Genevieve
  - The Hiligaynon novelists and the translation of Hiligaynon novel (excerpts) into English
  - Pula ang kulay ng text message : mga tula sa Kinaray-a at Filipino
  - Taga-umaanila kag iba pa nga pakigsapalaran

- Asuncion, Carlo
- Best practices in Latin America
- Dr. Ruth Pfau : lighting a candle in a dark world
- Electrical machinery and equipment
- Proposed Silay City economic development strategy, special economic zone, and investment incentives code
- Savings in the Philippines

- **Aviso, Kathleen B.**
  - Design of refinery hydrogen recycling networks using enhanced genetic algorithm

- **Bautista, Cirilo F.**
  - Breaking signs. The core of literature is the meaning of life
  - Breaking signs. An interpreter of human virtues and frailties
  - Breaking signs. Is art a requisite for survival?
  - Breaking signs. Language peculiarity and flexibility
  - Breaking signs. Magical thinking
  - Breaking signs. A small discourse on survival
  - Breaking signs. Small surprises
  - Breaking signs. We should have listened to Rizal

- **Bautista, Marc**
  - Greenlight. Fund manager selection

- **Berino, Dennis**
  - Opinion. Bicycles and fireflies
  - Greenlight. Thank you for smoking

- **Biona, Jose Bienvenido Manuel**
  - Chicken manure based fertilizer production in the Philippines : technology review, viability issues and success factors

- **Bisquera, Joe**
  - Greenlight. My teacher : a tribute

- **Brondial, Yolanda**
  - Corrosion of low carbon steel in buffered and non-buffered acidic geofluid (geothermal fluid)
  - Prediction of vapor-liquid equilibrium data for ternary systems using artificial neural networks
  - Vapor-liquid equilibria of ternary mixed-solvents with Alkali salt (Acetone-Toluene-H2O-NaCl system)

- **Cabrera, Wadel S., III**
  - The Philippine national situation (A presentation prepared during the SPS Management Team Workshop, 4 September 2006)

- **Callueng, Carmelo**
  - Learning goals of elementary education and their measurement
  - Temperament-based learning styles among Filipino students: do age and sex matter?

- **Cañete, Reuben**
  - The art of Ofelia Gelvezon-Tequi
  - Bencab : his life and art
  - Bench underwear ads and the male body
  - Bodies as text : the male body in the pages of Bulawan
  - Celebrating locality as heterotopia : arguing for Bulacan’s art in the age of global cultural hegemony
  - Changing realities : rebolusyon by Jeho Bitancor
  - Cinco artistas abstractors de Manila : contexto y forma
  - Figurative painting in the nineties : generation X and the urban corporealties
  - In memoriam : the production of history in art during the Philippine centennial
  - Leo Benesa Award for Art Criticism : the circus of retinal clones and feuding shadows
  - Paining for hope : reading images of suffering in Philippine art
  - Peeling Philippine art
  - The Philippine Heart Center Art Collection : a treasure house of 1970s Philippine art
  - Realizing hybridity
  - Ronaldo Quioco Ruiz and the performative eye : works from 1992-2005
  - The value of the annual agentic practices within the AAP-AS-Competition
  - When social realism met expressionism : charting the origins of the new figurative painting in the Philippines

- **Caw Chan, Debbie Q.**
  - Strategic plan for Primer Printing Services, Inc.

- **Chua, George**
  - Business options. Oil ternatives : life after the Biofuels Act

- **Concepcion, Rene F.**
  - Mirror image : the future begins in school - and in the pool

- **Cortez, Marilyn O.**
  - Content-based language learning : a resource book
  - Modules for English communication 1 and Communication arts 1
  - Teaching modules for integrating environmental concepts into tertiary non-science subjects

- **Crizaldo, Rhodora S.**
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- Attitudes of Filipino college teachers towards language diversity
- A comparative study of the attitudes and perceptions of the science and humanities instructors of CVSU towards Philippine English
- Development of an ESP-based freshman English material for engineering students
- Linguistic and rhetorical features of televangelism as persuasive discourse
- A text analysis of unscripted monologues

- **Cruz, Elfen**
  - Framework. Transforming government

- **Cruz, Isagani**
  - Mini critique. After nursing, what?
  - Mini critique. Medical journals

- **Cuansing, Eduardo**
  - Transport of a particle in two-dimensional quantum percolation

- **Culaba, Alvin**
  - A diagnostic model for green productivity assessment of manufacturing processes
  - Drive cycle development for tricycles
  - Energy use and emissions of two stroke powered tricycles in Metro Manila
  - Fuzzy data reconciliation in reacting and non-reacting process data for life cycle inventory analysis

- **De Leon, Gerardo**
  - An approach to the design of a national wireless sensor network for real time rain sensing and sudden hazard monitoring applications
  - Bluetooth and Wi-Fi wireless protocols: a survey and a comparison
  - Design of a scalable rain monitoring network based on the national mobile wireless infrastructure
  - Designing a rapidly deployable and nationally scalable rain sensor network based on mobile wireless handsets
  - Study of rain, its effects: mobile communications-other applications in Philippine setting

- **De los Reyes, Conrado T., II**
  - Added features of Online Course Profile (OUR)
  - Generated and prepared several reports for URCO culled from Faculty Scholarly Output database
  - Maintained features of Faculty Scholarly Output (URCO)

- **De los Reyes, Ronald**
  - Surface and electronic characterization of Cu-Zn-Sn shape memory alloys prepared using electroless technique

- **De Padua, Lailan M.**
  - Z8Encore microcontroller training module with demonstration board for experiments

- **Diaz, Andrew Christian B.**
  - Role-playing in the classroom: effects on motivation to listen and importance of frequency and familiarity of the story to the learners

- **Edang, Maria Lourdes L.**
  - Computer preventive maintenance service elements of Don Bosco Technical College in Mandaluyong City

- **Espaldon, Maria Victoria O.**
  - Challenges on sustainable agriculture and natural resource management in Vietnam uplands: a case study
  - Ecosystems and people: the Philippine millennium ecosystem assessment (MA) sub-global assessment
  - Impacts of changes in policy and market conditions on land use, land management, and livelihood among farmers in central highlands of Vietnam
  - Modeling the spatial dynamics of regional land use: the CLUE-S model
  - Participatory natural resource management for sustainable agriculture
  - Participatory process in natural resources management and the politics of empowerment
  - Soil erosion and land management decisions in Bao Loc district, Lam Dong Province, Central highlands of Vietnam

- **Espiritu, Benjamin A.I.**
  - The view from Taft. Accountants and auditors for polls

- **Flores, Eden R.**
  - Thinking skills reflected in the argumentative essays of freshman college students: a descriptive analysis

- **Gaerlan, Marianne Jennifer**
  - The imagery of Angela Manalang-Gloria: a stylistic analysis

- **Galang, Adrianne John R.**
  - Zero-sum in the classroom: a within groups analysis of perceptions of inter-group conflict and bias

- **Gallardo, Susan**
  - Biodegradation of polychlorinated biphenyls using biofilm grown with biphenyl as carbon source in fluidized bed reactor
  - Effect of process parameters on the degradation of polychlorinated biphenyls in water matrix using UV/H2O2

- **Go, Michael**
  - Detrimental effects of lack of nationalism among Filipinos to the national development of the Philippines

- **Gustilo, Leah E.**
  - A contrastive analysis of American English and Philippine English: news leads
• **Halcon, Frederick A.**
  - State of the sector report on Philippine house wares

• **Jabal, Ronald F.**
  - Corruption in frames: blowing the lid on press coverage of corruption
  - The making of a cynical public: is the press an unwitting culprit?

• **Jacob, Ma. Lourdes**
  - Anatomiya ng korupson [play]
  - Country in search for a hero [play]
  - Juan Tamban
  - Literature and discrimination
  - Macli-ing Dulag [play]
  - Pamana: print memorabilia of Filipino women in the Ateneo Library of Women’s Writing
  - Pepe [play]
  - Philippines
  - The role of P.E.N.
  - Trilohiya [play]

• **Jimenez, Jose Victor**
  - Invitation letter on “Sona ni Gloria, Game ka ba? A forum on the people’s assessment of PGMA’s state of the nation address”, August 1, 2007
  - Letter from Wadel S. Cabrera III, institutional advocacy coordinator, COSCA
  - Pagdiriwang sa Taunang Pagkilala sa Fakulti, Agosto 8, 2007, William Shaw Theater [invitation]
  - Sona ni Gloria makatotohanan ba? [Program]

• **Juico, Philip Ella**
  - Sports for all. Structural review of Aussie basketball
  - Sports for all. Youth sports: focus on competition, not fun
  - View from the Top. Differentiating in the global workplace: the 3rd QS Apple Conference

• **Li, Richard C.**
  - An explicitly dynamic multi-period competitive facilities location model with demand sharing
  - A public transportation stop location and scheduling model with stochastic demand
  - The scheduling routing and capacity determination of vacuum tankers for the sanitation service of Manila Company, Inc.

• **Licuanan, Wilfredo**
  - A decision support model for determining sizes of marine protected areas: biophysical considerations

• **Malaya, Milagros**
  - Determinants of a proposed typology of women-owned businesses
  - Forecasting in business research using the ARIMA box-jenkins methodology
  - A gender-based analysis of performance of small and medium printing firms in Metro Manila
  - A proposed integrated-adaptive behavioral model for women entrepreneurs: the Philippine experience
  - A study of selected behavioral characteristics of Filipino entrepreneurs in the service industry
  - A typology of women-owned businesses in the printing services sector in Metro Manila

• **Marfori, Isidro V., III**
  - Effective use of parametric modeling in CAD

• **Medina, Charito**
  - Environmental impact of Ipil-ipil infestation
  - Genetically modified food and its implications on human rights
  - Mass rearing of corcyra cephalonica STN and trichogramma species
  - Pest control practices and pesticide perceptions of vegetable farmers in Loo Valley, Benguet, Philippines
  - Rapid Rural Systems Appraisal (RRSA): diagnostic and design tool for upland development projects
  - Terminal report. Environmental Security and Management Program (ESMP). Enhancing CBRM strategies in some selected lakeshore communities along Laguna de Bay

• **Monroy, Teddy**
  - Chemical, toxic, and hazardous waste management: College of Engineering, DLSU-Manila
  - Preliminary assessment of the performance of freshman students in engineering algebra at DLSU-Manila
  - Preventive maintenance program: Chemical Engineering Department, College of Engineering DLSU-Manila

• **Moreno, Dickerson**
  - A comparative analysis on the shelf life extension of irradiated and non irradiated roundscad with the influence of salting
  - Measurement of scattered Dose through Thermoluminescent Dosimeters (TLD) in the contralateral breast for tangential beam breast irradiation for patients in Metro Manila
  - The use of motion detector camera in Uveal melanoma
- Stereotactic radiotherapy
- **Naui, Elizabeth S.**
  - The images of Filipino women as portrayed in Filipino films from 1970’s to 1990’s : a content analysis

- **Oca, Bernardo S., FSC**
  - Greenlight. Enlightening the spirit [part 2]

- **Orellana, Joel**
  - Asi claws way out of controversy to glory
  - Fab five all-rookie team
  - Hitchhikers
  - Session

- **Paran, Alexander**
  - A computer program to determine the lateral critical speeds of flexible rotors
  - Impact behaviour of stiffened CFRP sections
  - Interpretation of signals from drop weight impact tests
  - Modeling the impact behaviour of thin CERP panels
  - Perforation of thin plain and stiffened CFRP panels
  - Size effects in thin CFRP panels subjected to impact

- **Pe, Cris Barbra**
  - A postcolonial reading of Bienvenido N. Santos

- **Polancos, Ronaldo V.**
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : BIR Certification Project
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : cashiering system
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : cashiering system : a functional design
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : cashiering system for PLDT
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : inventory management system : a functional design
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : online dealer prepaid sales
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : postpaid sales system
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : Smart Bro cashiering system
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : table maintenance configuration for inventory management system : a functional design
  - Customer Solutions Platform (CSP) : table maintenance configuration for sales order and cashiering systems

- **Pre, Julius**
  - Lasallian enrichment alternative program-time and stress management workshop : a program development report

- **Pua, Andrew Adrian**
  - Contract of services
  - An introduction to Hamiltonian graphs
  - An introduction to Laplace transforms and its possible applications in economics
  - A look at flexible contracting : an adaptive approach to labor market adjustment

- **Rabo, Joy S.**
  - A strategic management accounting case

- **Resurreccion, Ron**
  - Malasakit, pakikipagkapwa at kalinisang loob : mga pundasyon ng kagandahang loob
  - Validation of the panukat ng mga katangian ng personalidad (PKP) self-assurance (tiwala sa sarili) subscale

- **Salendrez, Herminigilda**
  - An update on International Accounting Standard (IAS) 16 : property, plant and equipment
  - An update on International Accounting Standard (IAS)/Philippine Accounting Standard (PAS) 28 : investment in associate
  - An update on International Accounting Standard/Philippine Accounting Standard (IAS/PAS) 16 : property, plant and equipment

- **Samodio, Glorife S.**
  - A holistic formation and development program for the DLSU-Manila Cultural Arts Office student artists

- **Santoyo, Alfredo**
  - Supervision and regulation of financial institutions and/or financial conglomerates

- **Simeon, Andylyn**
  - Lasallian formation seminar facilitator’s manual for the DOVCDP module on Lasallian formation

- **Suleik, Mercedes**
  - Capital view. Engaged, enthused, energized
  - Capital view. Ignatius of Loyola

- **Sy, Dante**
  - The view from Taft. The flat tax syndrome

- **Tacay, Manuelito M.**
  - Literary criticism using classical literary theories in three rates, a play by Wilfredo Ma. Guerrero
  - A paper on text analysis of a composition written by a student

- **Talaue, Antonette P.**
  - A gastronomic read(ing) : poetics on food in Merlinda Bobis’ banana heart summer

- **Tan, Raymond**
  - A combinatorial optimization model for selection of technological alternatives on a life-cycle basis : application to power generation with carbon sequestration
  - Refinery hydrogen integration with symmetric fuzzy linear programming
## Synthesis of robust water reuse networks for single-component retrofit problems using symmetric fuzzy linear programming

**Star science : fuzzy world**

- **Tarroja, Maria Caridad H.**
  - Filipino adoptive families’ experiences: a qualitative analysis of disclosure and adjustment issues

- **Tayag, Amado E.**
  - Position paper on labor dispute at the Holiday Inn Manila Pavilion Hotel

- **Techankee, Benito**
  - Managing for society: building ethical corporate cultures

- **Tenedero, Pia Patricia P.**
  - Use of hedges by Filipino scholars in the fields of language and literature and business administration

- **Tibon, Maria Victoria**
  - Managing for society: the role of spirituality in management

- **Tolentino, Jeden**
  - Upgrading in the global apparel value chain: the case of leader garments

- **Torralba, Enrico C.**
  - Mga gunita’t bagay na pamilyar at di-pamilyar, o, Ano nga ba ang bulok na tula?

- **Yabut, Homer**
  - The psychology of forgiveness

- **Ynion, Winton Lou G.**
  - Ang kuwento ni Juliet
  - Ang mga binukot sa tarangban at ang pagmamakata sa kanlurang Visayas
  - Bul-ol: the first tamaraw anthology of short stories for children
  - Filipino para sa Pilipino
  - Gandara
  - Kapit sa kape
  - Krusada ng krus
  - Mga mensahe ng Mesiyas: mitolohikal na realidad sa mga daigdig ng tao sa mga katha ni Domingo Landicho
  - New Yorker sa Tondo: the musical
  - Pag-igkas ng kabansa(g)an: mga bugso ng protesta ng lipunan at kasaysayan sa mga utang ni ‘Impeng Negro’
  - Paghuli sa sigbin: ano, sino, kailan, saan, magkano, paano at iba pang tanong sa pagtuklas sa misteryo ng pamahayan
  - Paglupit ng mga pulgas sa Pulisdog: histomitikal at postkolonyalismong pagtanaw sa kasaysayan ng anapawis sa Nabonsai sa paso ng mananakop
  - Palawit na krus: ang biyahe’t bagahe
  - Self-representation: the visualization of Filipinism in WOW Philippines posters
  - Sinipad sa Balaan Bukid

- **Writing the islands: the visualizations of the Filipino in tourism articles of Philippine broadsheets**

## B. Theses (Undergraduate)

### BS-Accountancy


### BS-Computer Science


- Course management system (Co-mentS). De Guzman, Edlyn Rita A. Edquid, Maria Sabrina A. Jimenez, Anna N. Torres, Kathryn Esther S. 2000. TU13671.


- PROSPEC: specification for emulating x86 hardware with prototype. Abrogena, Alvin Aldrich C. Ng, Beverly Joy C. Ramos, Sally V. Turiana, Mae Isabelle T. 2005. TU13630.


- BSC-Financial Research Course

- BSC-Management of Financial Institutions


- **Course Methods of Financial Research**